huntington library quarterly | vol. 78, no. 3 493 poor relief devote much attention to the origins and development of a nationwide system of compulsory rating (apportioning of taxes) at the level of the parish, arguably the single most important development in Western welfare provision between the dawn of Christianity and the twentieth century. Existing parish-based benevolence, royal injunctions, and a statute of 1552 (5 & 6 Edw. 6, c. 2) together created a novel framework for parishes to raise and store funds, acquired from the wealthier parishioners after Sunday services, for regular distribution in the following week. In 1552 collectors of the poor took over the charitable functions formerly performed by churchwardens, in turn handing them over in 1598 to overseers under the supervision of justices of the peace; legislation of 1598 and 1601 made it obligatory to raise money through taxation on inhabitants occupying land in the parish. Overseers' accounts of taxation and disbursement are at the heart of some excellent local and regional studies. From Tudor times until the early nineteenth century, church or charity briefs were officially issued to individuals or groups who had suffered catastrophic financial losses, allowing them to solicit donations from a wide community of Christians. This essay looks at the legal and institutional background of briefs and the changing contexts in which they operated, as well as exploring their nature, aims, receptions, and limitations. It puts a particular mechanism of charity back into the context of welfare machinery as a whole and uses its development to chart the changing (and geographically varied) relationships between institutions and society.
: poor relief in early modern England; briefs and letters patent; British charitable traditions; licensing for solicitation; concepts of Christian charity they show change over time in both the philosophy and practices of government, especially in the post-Restoration era and beyond.
To explore these issues, this essay uses two archives of issued briefs: 367 letters or "dockets" in the Huntington Library covering the period 1592 to 1596 and the Crawford collection in the National Library of Scotland, comprising 623 briefs, from 1755 to 1827. These collections are unusual in being consolidated and accessible sets that allow both quantitative and qualitative analysis of original documents. By comparing their form, numbers, content, and coverage, we can chart change over time, whereas most existing studies deal with a single period, whether Tudor, Stuart, or Hanoverian. This essay supplements these archives at the more local level with the many collections of briefs noted among parish register entries or in separate volumes kept by the parish; our knowledge of seventeenth-and early eighteenth-century briefs is based largely on these. 4 Dozens of these have been published, providing additional examples and some statistics, notably about amounts collected. Further sources like diaries and account books help to contextualize briefs' reception and implementation, showing the workings of that mix of personal choice, obligation, moral imperative, and pragmatism that lay behind early modern English poor relief.
Early modern briefs were usually single calls for help with a financial loss or shortfall in the life of an individual or community. They solicited aid for a wide range of issues that required remedy: supporting wives and families of those held captive by the Moors; restoring individuals who had suffered disastrous loss from natural causes such as shipwreck, plague, flood, hail, or fire; repairing manmade losses by robbery, fraud, or warfare; providing assistance for persecuted Protestants on the Continent; helping the poor and afflicted; or raising new capital to spend on good works such as rebuilding and repairing churches, harbors, bridges, hospitals, and houses of correction. Discussed and criticized, yet widely used throughout their existence, they were largely forgotten for two generations after their abolition in 1828, worthy of inclusion in antiquarians' parish histories only for their curiosity value. Then in 1896 barrister Wyndham Bewes published the first and only book on the subject. 5 His work built on a pioneering article of 1882 by Cornelius Walford, "an authoritative writer on insurance and actuarial affairs . . . [and] [a]n active historian. " 6 The article offered valuable classifications, but was almost exclusively qualitative and illustrative.
Walford summed up the idea of briefs as follows: "By their aid the losses of the few could be relieved or mitigated by the contributions of the many. " 7 Most commentators see briefs as remnants of earlier forms of parish funding or as imperfect solutions to
problems of guarding against loss that would ultimately be resolved by more rational and efficient means. On the latter count, and ever since debates on their abolition began in earnest in the late eighteenth century, briefs have been regarded as forerunners of insurance (especially against loss by fire), offering a solution suited to a more personalized and less bureaucratic age. 8 Over the last half century, articles and a handful of theses have focused on the political and ecclesiastical dimensions of briefs, including church building and the support of international Protestantism. 9 They have also been mentioned cursorily in studies of poor relief ever since E. M. Leonard. 10 Steve Hindle sees them as a continuation of help-or bid-ales, communal drinkings held occasionally to raise funds for the needy, which flourished in the fifteenth century only to be abandoned by the end of the sixteenth. 11 Marjorie McIntosh explains in depth their early uses by individuals and groups, notably for the upkeep of Elizabethan poorhouses, hinting at widespread abuse of the system. 12 Ilana Ben-Amos argues that, by appealing to Christian charity, briefs were reminders of the breadth of suffering, loss, and need. 13 She describes them as examples of "public gift giving induced by the Crown. " 14 This essay looks at the institutional background of briefs and the changing contexts in which they operated, as well as exploring their aims, content, receptions, and limitations; it puts a particular mechanism of charity back into the context of welfare machinery. Briefs may have been the king's letters, but they arose out of demand from individuals or groups, whose needs were orchestrated by bureaucrats or (more properly) clerks, agents, or "undertakers. " This made them a hybrid form that reflected not one but several goals and interests. Briefs were only substitutes for insurance in a restricted sense. Instead they belonged to historically specific forms of social and political organization. They highlight the continuing importance of voluntary giving long after compulsory rating had been established, and they show how personal appeals, patronage, and impersonal agencies fitted together in a distinctively early modern way. Briefs exemplify the superimposition of national on parochial structures, "supporting a complex matrix of resources and practices" that some might term "welfare pluralism. " 15 Briefs were as much an instrument of public welfare-a concept whose connotations were for much of the early modern period "almost boundless"-as they were of charity. 16 Donors' attitudes to briefs reveal regional variations in the importance to benevolence of both voluntarism and personal links, topics that have recently attracted historians' interest. 17 Changing perceptions of briefs' strengths and weaknesses reflect shifts in political economy that culminated in their abolition. This essay concludes by summarizing continuity and change in the use of briefs over nearly three centuries, in order to remedy a concentration on the last hundred years of their existence in much of the older literature, and to highlight why both social and political historians should take them into account when studying early modern England.
Procedures, Recording, and Purpose : Elizabethan Briefs The late-Elizabethan dockets in the Huntington Library are called "protections to begg, " guarding supplicants against being treated as vagrants under early Tudor legislation. 18 That they were needed points to changes in attitudes toward poor relief in the first half of the sixteenth century. Alongside other "technologies of identification," such as passports for vagrants being returned to their home parishes, they built on a long tradition of licensing by secular as well as religious authorities, in order to distinguish between good and bad solicitation. 19 from local clergy to high-ranking nobles, but without letters patent. 20 The earliest located instances of such "passports" are from the time of Henry VII. 21 Thereafter, payments to poor men and women with passes can be found in churchwardens' , overseers' , and constables' accounts across England. Tudor justices of the peace frequently organized collections in their jurisdictions, and bishops in their dioceses, though early seventeenth-century legislation limited the authority of either to grant permissions for any except local solicitation. 22 An example of an authenticated cause without a patent, from the records of the parish of Prestbury, Cheshire, in 1672, is "a letter of request" for Mrs. Margaret Alland, "shee being a Minister's wife, her husband troubled with the melancholy" (4s. 11d. collected). 23 Tudor victims of misfortune could also use more formal royal letters patent, and these seem to have been "an accepted part of the English way of life before the close of Elizabeth's reign. " 24 Indeed, Chancery created a separate clerkship in 1567 to deal with them; Mark Steward was the first holder, then in 1586 Reginald Skryven became his partner. 25 Most of the Huntington series are very short handwritten dockets on papers of various sizes ( fig. 1) , following the form of the earliest: "A proteccon for the poore howse at Waltham crosse in the Countie of Herts graunted to Henry Allison proctor there to gather in the Counties of Midd and Surr, " with the names of two or more magistrates authenticating the claim and at the bottom signed off by "Ry: Bylford deputie to Marke Steward: esquire. " All are manuscript, costing 2 s. per copy, paid to the relevant clerk. Of the 367 awards, 252 went to individuals collecting for "poor Houses" (hospitals and almshouses) located in or near a named place (69 percent). Some 81 houses are named in the docket letters. With the exception of four Yorkshire houses, all lay in the south and east of England. Most received multiple licenses that either renewed the right to solicit in the same counties or added new ones; the larger hospitals near London are noteworthy (9 at Highgate, 12 at Knightsbridge, 13 at Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire), and their protections also had wider geographical range. 26 The concentration on poorhouses is a distinctive feature of the Elizabethan briefs, compared with later ones. Yet the Tudor briefs covered many other circumstances that were also distinctive. There were 86 protections for "burninge" (23 percent), only 6 of them multiple, and 25 for losses at sea or from robbery on land or sea, impotent war veterans, and captives who needed ransoming from "vile slavery and miserable bondage" (7 percent) 27 ; only 4 protections covered the rebuilding of a church. In the case of veterans, the begging brief was in lieu of a pension, provision for which had been established by an act of 1593, always stressing service to the Crown. 28 A protection of August 1593 described Robert Dyer as being in extreme poverty, "continually gravid with the Strangulation," with five "succurless children," a veteran of wars in Ireland and the Low Countries "and here in England in discovering of lewde and wicked persons pretending hurte against hir Matie and the realme of England. " 29 Standing surety (pledging) and lending money were both important parts of neighborly duty, but both were also risky. Thus James Bennyworth had become poor "throughe sureteishipp as also by evill debtors." 30 Elizabethan protections evoke Christian charity and were meant to elicit benevolence, but within a framework better encompassed by Tudor ideas of commonwealth, whose secular component was prominent. Indeed, virtually all the Elizabethan dockets were about secular causes.
The Elizabethan series is a useful pointer to other temporal concerns, such as governance. It reflects the geography of government, mirroring other indicators such as the outreach of central courts into the provinces. 31 Only one protection covered a good cause in Cheshire (at the instigation of the Council in the Marches) and one in Wales. 32 Three allowed begging in Cheshire and another three in Lancashire; the four northern counties are wholly unrepresented among supplicants, and only two protections let the "proctor" and/or "guider" solicit and collect in the eastern counties of Wales. No beneficiaries came from Derbyshire and only five patents allowed collection in the county. Yorkshire, the East Midlands, and all points south are the heartland of beneficiaries and the stamping ground of proctors, including extensive coverage of the West Country. This is not to say that briefs were alien to the north. Churchwardens and vestry accounts for four parishes in the diocese of Durham contain dozens, but 500 r. a. houston none for the period covered by the Huntington dockets; the first recorded payments, to six individuals with briefs, come from the vestry minutes of Pittington in 1619. 33 That year also provides the first mention of briefs at Kirkham in Lancashire. 34
Procedures, Recording, and Purpose : Hanoverian Briefs We must wait until the mid-eighteenth century for another near-complete collection of briefs. After 1706 returned briefs should have been deposited with the registrar of Chancery, but some briefs found their way into private hands-perhaps via the diocesan archives to which they should have been returned, endorsed with sums collected. 35 Thus we find the Crawford collection, deposited in the National Library of Scotland. It runs from 1755 to 1827, commencing the year after Thomas and John Stevenson started to "undertake collecting of Charities by Briefs" and ending the year before briefs' abolition by Act of Parliament; it once belonged to the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres and was housed at Haigh Hall, Wigan, Lancashire. 36 The Crawford briefs are all printed, making them technologically different from the Elizabethan collection. Printing of letters began in the time of Charles I, and during his reign the Stationers' Company contested the king's grant of the monopoly to print them to a Frenchman. 37 This is also when briefs began routinely to be mentioned in State Papers, though they cease to be noted here after the Restoration. 38 Printed versions became common after 1660 and compulsory from 1706. They had to be numbered before distribution, and churchwardens or clergy had to sign them and list the proceeds, also keeping a separate written record of the "occasion" or reason for the collection, its date, and the amount raised-which accounts for the many local tabulations. 39 The undertaker's agents normally issued briefs to churchwardens at one archdeacon's visitation and collected the briefs and money at the next. The undertakers printed 10,800 copies of briefs to rebuild Anglican churches and 11,500 fire briefs, the extras to allow for settled nonconformist meeting halls, whose members might give for fires but would not donate to Anglican churches. 40 King next visitation to the undertaker or official receiver's office in Stafford. Below this is a space for the sum collected by the persons delegated (usually the minister and churchwardens), the parish and county, and the date. Some early ones were signed off on, on behalf of the undertaker, by John Stevenson, Queen Street, Cheapside; named collectors included John Loxdale, James Turnock, and Thomas Dudley. 41 In nearly all cases in the Crawford collection, however, this part is left blank, except occasionally for the collector's name, suggesting that nothing was collected by those given this copy, or that they were not used for collecting but kept as a record by the undertakers. One sheet has the name of the parish that received it written in this part (Widcomb St. Mary Magdalen, Devon) with the addition "no briefe ever published here, " another is noted "Hampstead Meeting," a third "Froome" (probably Somerset), a fourth "Harham St. Marten" (Wiltshire), a fifth "Aston Somervile" (Worcestershire). 42 Opposite the "return" section is the clause from the Act of Queen Anne prohibiting farming of briefs.
Briefs authorized collections in particular places-some in church, others doorto-door-in specified parts of England and Wales. The 1662 Book of Common Prayer allocated a time for reading them during divine service: "And then also (if occasion be) shall notice be given of the Communion; and the Banns of Matrimony published; and Briefs, Citations, and Excommunications read. " 43 After the service the clerk was supposed to stand at the church door with a money box, and with a loud voice call out, "Please remember the brief." House-to-house or "walking" collections required churchwardens to solicit all parishioners, "upon the Week Days next following the Publication [announcement] . . . as well Masters and Mistresses, as Servants, and others in their Families, their Christian and charitable Contributions. " This would have been a considerable undertaking if conducted conscientiously, and officials presumably rolled up collection with other tasks such as gathering poor rates (it would hardly seem worth asking recipients of relief). 44 In the Crawford collection 23 of 623 briefs allowed collection in church, 249 house-to-house, and 351 by a combination of the two (but restricted to certain counties). House-to-house collections could only take place in those counties specified by the brief, though some writs might also allow more general soliciting throughout England, including Berwick-upon-Tweed and the counties of Flint, Denbigh, and Radnor in Wales. 45 The only post-1754 household collection authorized throughout "Great Britain" was for a church, manse, graveyard, and school to serve the Protestant enclave at Saarbruch in the Rhineland, under the protection of the prince of Nassau. 46 The Hanoverian briefs differed not only in technology but also in content and subject from their Elizabethan counterparts. Most obviously, they were about losses from natural disasters and the need to repair churches, topics almost absent from the 504 r. earlier collection. Briefs were meant to cope with shortfalls that individuals or communities could not make up themselves, including some truly astronomical sums. Only six of the Elizabethan protections stated losses, these ranging from £100 to £600. In contrast, the Hanoverian briefs always gave a figure. Three named burgesses filed the largest English "class action" (and the highest value at £12,798) on behalf of 25 Kent parishes, concerning losses caused by a hailstorm on August 19, 1763. 47 However, even this was topped by the whopping £87,580 8s. 10d. requested by 215 families from Montreal in Canada, who had been burned out of 180 dwellings on May 18, 1765. 48 Specifying an amount and having it verified by local builders or assessors and authenticated by the county bench may have added veracity to English and Welsh appeals, but the main point was to establish the need for a large amount, that is, more than could be raised locally. Briefs documented circumstances, but they were also fictions that drew on established reasons for claiming relief. 49 One wonders what clergy, clerks, and churchwardens made of the exhortation in printed briefs to use "all persuasive Motives and Arguments, earnestly to exhort" liberal contributions, given how hard it could be to personalize loss when the form of words varied little. Some applicants tried to make the collectors' job easier. A loser by fire in 1757, James Rayment of Earith (Huntingdonshire), spoke the language of Christian charity when he said that his family, "who lived in Credit and Reputation before these Misfortunes happened, were always ready and willing to contribute to the Relief of others under the like Distresses." 50 Some sufferers from fire wrote vividly of the alarming speed with which it took hold and the ferocity with which it destroyed all in its path in spite of their efforts, emoting fear to evoke pity. Those who sought funds for a church emphasized the inadequacy of their existing (strenuous and long-running) efforts and their poverty. The inhabitants of Morton in Nottinghamshire claimed they were unable to raise all the funds necessary to rebuild their dilapidated church in the 1750s, "being chiefly Tenants at Rack Rents"; every parish claimed to be overburdened with poor. 51 Rhetorically at least, briefs were the ultimate recourse for the needy, but where exactly they fitted into supplicants' hierarchy of resort is unclear. Some victims acted immediately and, for fire, flood, and hail damage, the median time between incident and brief in the Crawford series is four months. Sudden damage resulted in some collections for churches, but other briefs sought to remedy slow decay. The feoffees for the charities of Honiton in Devon, which had suffered from a fire in August 1768, waited more than three years before seeking a brief. The reason, as they explained, was because they had already received £2,035 from private subscriptions, of which the trustees had disbursed £1,485 to private losers. The sum of £900 requested in the brief was to add to the balance remaining and so rebuild "publick Edifices": the church steeple and school. 56 Some supplicants experienced multiple misfortunes before resorting to a king's brief. James Watkinson from Wakefield had suffered from floods in October 1767 and February 1768 and then a fire in April 1768, in which month he applied for a brief. 57 The implication seems to be that briefs were used after other means of dealing with a loss had been exhausted.
This delay is important because it weakens any argument that Hanoverian briefs were a substitute for insurance. During the debate on abolishing briefs in the early nineteenth century, the home secretary, Sir Robert Peel, suggested that "insurance offices dispensed with the necessity of making collections in this way, in cases of loss by fire. " 58 Similar arguments had been offered unsuccessfully during an earlier abolition attempt in 1821. Purchases of building insurance did increase during the eighteenth century, but this protection was far from universal, and more than two-thirds of briefs concerning London and Middlesex (including Westminster), 1656-1772, related to losses from fire. 59 Only a third of all post-Restoration briefs, however, were about fires-another example where London concerns shaped national debates and legislation. At the same time most of the petitions about churches were for repairs or improvements rather than complete rebuilding following destruction, which might be considered within a policy of insurance; the churches described, with their bowing walls, rotten beams, subsiding foundations, and ruinous roofs, would have been uninsurable. 60 Briefs and insurance were functionally similar, remedying loss, but they were legally and conceptually quite different, even in the Hanoverian era. Insurance was a 506 r. bilateral contract in which the parties exchanged payment for the guarantee of compensation in the event of specified future loss. Church briefs were unilateral requests for aid to cover losses already incurred, which could not be met by the petitioners and which therefore relied solely on the good will of potential donors. Insurance passed risk on to someone else in exchange for financial recompense, whereas soliciting by brief, which invited strangers to compensate for loss, simply carried a different sort of risk (that insufficient funds would be forthcoming). Supplicants had an idea of how much they needed (and probably also of their costs), but no clue about how much they would receive. Embracing uncertainty and discretion, briefs were the antithesis of insurance contracts. Briefs appealed to generalized reciprocity rather than newer, impersonal, business-modeled schemes to share risk and limit liability. 61 (Elizabethan briefs were even less similar to insurance in that two-thirds were appeals in anticipation of the cost of creating something new-a poorhouse-rather than remedying something lost.)
The means to obtain briefs was also distinctly personal compared with the impersonal transaction of insurance, as they often required connections to those in power. Anyone could petition the Crown directly, armed with certification from a local magistrate, but connections helped. In the Tudor and early Stuart age the ear of a courtier had been highly important in securing a brief. A docket from July 1593 on behalf of a lame Yorkshireman has the note: "Comendid by Mr doctor Ambry from hir said Matie." 62 Sir John Puckering, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal (who signed all the protections in the Huntington collection), noted one for two poorhouses in the city of Warwick: "My lord doth pardon this for yt is his owne hospital. " 63 Patronage remained important after the Restoration because of the limited number of grants, although the Crown was less personally involved in many areas, such as issuing pardons, with the advent of more bureaucratic mechanisms. 64 In Hanoverian times supplicants seem to have dealt directly with the undertakers in Stafford, and contemporaries were aware that a disproportionate number of claims came from the Midlands (more than 70 percent from within 100 miles of Stafford as the crow flies, including many from Wales); the geography is almost the opposite of Elizabethan times. 65 The decision to back some types of collection may seem to lack any ulterior motive, a token of commitment to fellow human beings wherever they suffered; those for the benefit of co-religionists are an example. Fundraising was nevertheless also a way of showing that the person who bought the brief was politically and religiously active. Briefs allowed aspiring clergy or communities and their patrons to advertise, while feathering the nests of clerks, undertakers, and agents, who profited from the business of distributing briefs and collecting money. Hanoverian briefs exemplify a mixed economy of power and value systems as well as of welfare, blending traditional patronage, clientage, and generosity with more modern elements of bureaucracy. While there was continuity within changing administrative forms, debates about the shortcomings and usefulness of briefs from the Restoration onward signposted the emergence of political rather than moral economics, which would ultimately lead to their abolition.
Problems and Abuses
Throughout their history, briefs manifest the strengths and weaknesses of the different governmental forms and social norms that spawned them. Briefs may never have been popular among potential donors, and a poor reputation dogged them from an early date. Understanding why helps us to explain the local responses charted in the following section as well as the reasons for the abolition of briefs in the 1820s. The nature of criticisms changed between Tudor and Hanoverian times. In the earlier period they exemplify a pervasive concern with issues of personal trust. Nobody believed honesty could be taken for granted, and legislators and writers alike puzzled about how to ensure it. Elizabethan and Jacobean literature and theater, for instance, concerned themselves greatly with sincerity and transparency, both in the presentation of the self and in dealings with others. 66 In the long eighteenth century, commentary was more about the practical or utilitarian problems posed by briefs, as a way of collecting for good causes.
Proctors personified the perceived problems in Tudor times. John Strype's history of the Reformation lumped Elizabethan collectors with other wanderers and receivers who occupied the margins of crime: the tinker, peddler, "Glas-man, " and "the lewd Proctors, which carry the Broad Seal, and Green Seal, in their Baggs; cover infinite Numbers of Felonies. " 67 Embezzlement was the more realistic concern. Thus in 1578 the queen required a bond of £5 from the proctor appointed to collect on behalf of the poorhouse at Highgate, Middlesex; he had to account for what he gathered and surrender his letter of protection to the hospital on its expiry. 68 In the case of the poorhouse of St. Anne in the parish of St. Sidwells, Devon, a patent of February 1596 has a note added: "To which poore house belongeth 3 patents which are kepte from the said house by the late Guider thereof who is removid from his rome [place] of Guidershipp. " 69 Outright deception was probably rarer than collectors stretching their remit. One forgery uncovered in February 1633, however, borrowed the name of Viscount Wentworth to authenticate a non-existent "great fire at Cockermouth, which took place on the 25 March 1632, and in which 105 dwelling houses were destroyed, and 41 persons were burnt to death"; the resulting scandal meant that in the following month a proclamation banned collections without express licence under the Great Seal. 70 Although the great fire at Cockermouth was entirely fabricated, there were subtler forms of fraud. On behalf of herself and 17 others who had been burnt out in a London fire of 1697, Margaret Mortimer alleged that the person in whose house the blaze began (Pemberton) had staved off the threat of litigation by offering to secure a brief, which "would be a constant spring to us. " Pemberton named himself in the brief, despite allegedly being insured, along with four others who Mortimer claimed had not suffered at all in the fire. 71 If Tudor and early Stuart complaints in connection with briefs were mostly about personal impropriety, later ones focused more on utility and efficiency. A Lancaster shopkeeper, William Stout, described in vivid detail how 20 houses there had been destroyed by fire in January 1698: "The whole loss was compuited at about two thousand pounds, and a breif got, and some colectors apoynted over the nation, but the charge [of] collecting so great, that not one fourth of the value lost did not [sic] come to the sufferers. " 72 In January 1724 Jonathan Swift famously crossed swords with the archbishop of Dublin over collecting on a brief for Charles M'Carthy, whose house in College-Green, Dublin, burned down in August 1723; Swift complained that not only did donations to (sometimes unworthy) briefs come at the expense of the parish poor but they also were much reduced by fees and wasted clergymen's time. 73 Celebrated cases like this brought discussion into the public sphere, and there was a steady correspondence about expenses in periodicals like the Gentleman's Magazine (from 1731) throughout the eighteenth century ( fig. 3) . 74 The alleged frequency of briefs after the Restoration, a changed attitude toward benevolence among England's people, and new practices of government explain the legislation of 1706 that tried to deal with some of the potential for abuses and inefficiencies, including counterfeiting, farming, and high costs. 75 Farming was ubiquitous in sixteenth-and early seventeenth-century England because the government's administrative apparatus was thin. In the case of briefs, private individuals or groups who stood to benefit could sell the right to receive the rewards on to someone else in exchange for a guaranteed and immediate sum. 76 In Tudor and early Stuart times, owners or beneficiaries tolerated substantial losses in collecting revenue from all sorts of sources and, as a result, got low net receipts. Such owners included the Crown. For example, the costs of collecting all the income from the Duchy of Lancaster came to notes & d o cuments | church briefs 509 60 percent of the gross yield. 77 The Crown abandoned the farming of customs in 1671 and excises in 1683 as part of the "financial revolution" of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century. 78 Farming was inefficient, and using any "public service" in early modern England was expensive because of the need to pay the fees and grease the palms of numerous officials. Fixed costs persuaded some petitioners to join together "for avoiding the Trouble and Charge of separate Collections. " Indeed very few Hanoverian briefs asked for less than £1,000-and even those were almost all for more than £900, excepting only a fire brief of 1771 that targeted £772 and one of 1776 that asked a mere £506. 79 Commentators recognized the existence of this threshold thanks to the ratio between costs and how much might actually be realized. 80 As a result, undertakers brought together individuals from different counties who had common cause to pool their claims so that the four figures could be reached. One brief of 1758 grouped losers from three separate fires in the counties of Dorset, Hertfordshire, and Huntingdonshire, which had occurred in September and December 1757 and March 1758. 81 brief as two others burnt out at Bradford and Horton (both West Riding) on December 20 and 31 respectively, losing buildings and goods worth £285 between them. 82 It is therefore unsurprising that waste and unpopularity feature prominently in early nineteenth-century parliamentary debates about abolishing briefs. In one, Peel flourished an account of briefs from the previous twelve months, choosing examples "to show the smallness of the sum paid to the party by whom the loss had been sustained, in consequence of the immense expense incurred, for the patent, for printing notices, and for the salaries paid to officers for distributing them, and collecting the subscriptions. " More systematically, he summarized the amount lost to expenses for all the briefs issued between Michaelmas 1805 and Michaelmas 1818 (97 for repairing or rebuilding churches or chapels and 47 for accidents by fire, flood, and other disasters). With a total of £125,000 needed for the churches and £36,000 collected, the net proceeds were just over £14,000; for the accidents the figures are £35,000 and £32,000 respectively, but again the net proceeds were disappointing at under £15,000. 83 In theory, a brief might not attract enough contributions to cover fixed costs.
By the reign of George IV the political economy and administrative context in which briefs operated had changed out of all recognition compared with Elizabethan and early Stuart times. Public opinion had come to expect high standards of utility and propriety from the social and governmental institutions of England. Potential donors may have felt that the needy should look to their own devices, especially when they felt that they were already paying steadily rising poor rates. This was an oft-expressed opinion, and it was objectively true. Expenditure per head on poor relief increased tenfold in money terms and quadrupled in real terms between 1696 and 1803. 84 The climate of opinion was changing in other respects hostile to the mixed economy of briefs. In the early nineteenth century, religious reformers added to the calls for abolition on the grounds that the civil functions of the parish had unjustifiably detracted from its ecclesiastical ones. Anglican Evangelicals were keen to remove collections from the context of worship because "it must appear, to say the least of it, very indecorous to introduce into the middle of it [divine service] a subject so totally unconnected with it. " 85 Local Responses: Discrimination and "Compassion Fatigue" Awareness of the shortcomings of briefs and new expectations about the mechanisms and remit of public welfare bred growing skepticism and a more discriminating approach among potential donors. In the early nineteenth century, these reached the peak that resulted in abolition. Yet there were also enduring regional variations in attitudes toward giving, and to the level of trust that could be placed in what briefs claimed. The main division was between the societies of north and west England and Wales on the one hand, and the south and east on the other. briefs points to divergences in the social priorities of people in different regions of Britain. This section concludes by looking at the number of collections over time and the problem of "compassion fatigue. " Taking the case of the north first of all, diaries and account books help us to understand how potential donors reacted to briefs. The Catholic gentleman Nicholas Blundell of Little Crosby (Lancashire) recorded how, on December 29, 1702, "Church Wardens came abegging with two Breefs"; he describes other briefs in a similar way though he did sometimes donate, including once to "a poore Man with a Breef " who appeared in person on February 3, 1710. 86 He also enquired closely into some claims, recording in detail an occasion on which his vicar and two churchwardens "were here abeging upon Account of the Great Losses sustained in Lancashire in December . . . 1720 by the Violent overflowing of the Sea. " The vicar had shown him the brief, but he sought out a copy for himself, noting that 6,600 acres had been inundated, destroying 157 Houses and damaging 200 more, and that "the whole loss was Computed to be more than £10277. I Suppose this Account may be pretty exact for I heard some Persons examined upon Oath concerning some part hereof and they swore pretty near what I had heard from other Persons." 87 This was a county matter and Blundell gave five shillings, the largest sum he records in response to any brief.
Others were equally careful about claims and especially cautious about giving to strangers. Sir Daniel Fleming of Rydal, a prominent landowner and public figure in late seventeenth-century Westmorland, accounted for just eleven contributions to briefs in his detailed household books, 1688-1701, giving to fewer than one in ten of all the briefs that circulated during this period. 88 Over a twenty-year period (1758-78) the Cumberland Quaker Isaac Fletcher accounted for 31 named briefs on 13 occasions; most collections were recorded in batches of between two and five at a time, with proceeds handed over to agents or collectors whenever a visitation occurred or when the responsible person visited a town. 89 r. a. houston after, harvest time-8 of the 13 are in September or October-also the time when rural people felt most prosperous and generous. 92 The median sum collected was 2s. 6d. per brief.
Collectors commented on the uphill task of soliciting, especially in some regions, or in periods of dearth, or when there were more briefs than usual. One, appointed to collect in Yorkshire for the town of Beccles in Suffolk (devastated by fire in 1586), said in 1591 that he had spent more than a year touring around, meeting with little response. 93 To cope with reluctance to give to strangers, some communities levied a fixed (if token) contribution, or they did not collect expressly for the brief, but donated from cash-in-hand. 94 The sworn men of Kirkham in Lancashire told the churchwardens in September 1690 that no brief from king or bishop should receive less than 5s. from the parish; if the loss was over £1,000 the minimum became 6s. 8d. and above £5,000 it was £1. 95 Elsewhere in the north (where select vestries were common from an early date), church briefs also appear on the expenditure side of parish accounts, so vestries were disbursing from general funds as they saw fit rather than soliciting specifically. 96 The West Country may have had attitudes comparable with the north because a high proportion of briefs there collected nothing at all. Of 1,103 briefs at East Budleigh, Devon, 1669-1828, 403 (37 percent) yielded no donations and a further 549 (50 percent) only brought in between ¼d. and 1s. each. 97 These examples are from the north and northwest of England, but the Welsh, too, seem to have been discriminating about giving for briefs. The bishop must have found the attitude of his ministry particularly galling. Clergy were supposed to set an example for both charity and benevolence. George Herbert's popular prototype of "the country parson, his character, and rule of life," A Priest to the Temple, followed Matthew 6:3 in including the suggestion that any vicar worth his salt would not wait for a brief to be issued but would himself give spontaneously and liberally as soon as he knew of a good cause-and then urge others to do the same. 101 Secular authorities thought the problem lay more with what the bishop called "the best" (elites). In July 1637 the Privy Council wrote to the Lord President and Council in the Marches of Wales complaining of the "slowe & meane" response to the king's brief for the repair of St. Paul's Cathedral in London. The Lords thought an important reason was that "many of knowne abilities have refused or very meanely contributed, geuing example thereby to the inferior sorts to hold their way." 102 This does not mean that the Welsh or northerners were uncaring or too impoverished to give; they simply needed to feel direct affinity with the objects of their benevolence. The geography of Hanoverian briefs, which we noted earlier, may be explained by the continued adherence to voluntarism in the north and west of England and in Wales. These were, after all, the areas that saw the most vocal opposition to the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834, condemned at Bury (Lancashire) as "an instrument of . . . cruel outrages. " 103 514 r. a. houston
Churchwardens or chapel-wardens might need the additional authority of the vicar "or some of the substantial Inhabitants," when going house-to-house in other parts of England. The Sussex shopkeeper Thomas Turner accompanied the rector of East Hoathly when he went through his parish in March 1765 collecting for the victims of a hailstorm of August 1763. The process took two days, as not everyone was at home when first called upon, but in the end Turner was able to list fifty-seven donors (including himself) who gave sums ranging from 5s. (the vicar) to a handful who gave only 1d. (total £1 12s. 0d.). 104 This procedure was feasible in a small southern English parish like Turner's (numbering about 350 souls), but unworkable in the sometimes vast parishes of the north of England or Wales. 105 This was truly door-to-door collecting, following the spirit and letter of briefs. With more than a century of regular rating behind them, parishes like Turner's may have treated briefs in the same way as statutory taxation for the poor, whereas extensive rating may not have been so familiar to the peoples of the north and west before the eighteenth century. Yet even in the English heartland some must have baulked at promoting causes of which they were either ignorant or actively suspicious.
The frequency of briefs attracted as much comment after the Restoration as did their seeming irrelevance to local circumstances. In his diary for June 30, 1661, Samuel Pepys famously wrote: "To church, where we observe the trade of briefs is come now up to so constant a course every Sunday, that we resolve to give no more to them. " The collection that provoked his outburst was "for several inhabitants of the parish of St. Dunstan in the West towards their losse by fire" (20s. 8d. collected), and briefs had indeed been promoted in St. Olave, Hart Street, Pepys's parish church, fourteen successive weeks previous to this; Bewes reports "about 51" for the year 1661-62. 106 The inundation seems to have been a response to pent-up demand for royal patronage during the Interregnum. The post-Restoration times were exceptional, but the Crown and its agents had long been aware of the need to be selective and to space permissions if possible. In 1633, when briefs were much in the public eye, the Lord Keeper suggested refusing a collection for Protestant sufferers at the hands of the Catholic army plundering Magdeburg in Saxony, because there had been so many such petitions. 107 Grants were not always so discriminating. 108 The impression that briefs were too common must have been augmented on occasions when vicars read out more than one at service. James Clegg, a Derbyshire dissenting minister, recorded in his diary that, on September 30, 1733, he "catechizd only once because we had briefes to read"; on June 9, 1734, he read two briefs. 109 These examples must represent local circumstances (such as clerical illness or absence) that caused clustering, because Bewes reports that seldom more than twenty a year can be found in central archives from 1642 onward and that the average was one a month. The Crawford briefs average just under nine per year. For the same period as the Crawford collection, John Stevenson Salt, the last official "undertaker" of briefs at the time of their abolition in 1828, gave to the British Library a collection of manuscript letters patent that may include all briefs issued 1755-1827; these number 663, or just over nine a year on average. 110 Seen from the bottom up a similar figure emerges. Paul Slack shows that one London parish registered 471 briefs between 1581 and 1620. 111 Clocaenog in the Vale of Clwyd kept a careful record of briefs from soon after the act reforming them in 1706, recording 172 between 1709 and 1736. 112 The parish registers of Dalston in Cumberland record dozens of king's briefs in the late seventeenth century and fully 173 during the two decades after 1805, though this still amounts to less than one a month. 113 A carefully kept local tally of briefs, for the Devon parish of East Budleigh, 1669-1828, is the longest known and boasts 1,035 entries. It has 114 fewer briefs for the period covered by the Crawford collection. Some may not have applied to Devon, and there seem to be missing years in this series, giving a lower average of between six and seven per year. 114 The contrast with the frequency of Elizabethan protections is clear. During the 1590s they were more than three times as numerous, though admittedly covering smaller areas. Except for occasional logjams, increasing criticism of briefs from the Restoration must have been the result of a changing threshold of tolerance among donors, rather than of the objective incidence of requests.
The remoteness of briefs' causes, their perceived frequency, and a changed climate of opinion in which donors were constantly aware of compulsory rating explains mounting criticism. Swift summed up a prominent strand in 1724: 516 r. a. houston
The collections upon the Lord's day are the principal support of our own numerous poor in our several parishes; and therefore every single brief, with the benefit of a full collection over the whole kingdom, must deprive several thousands of poor of their weekly maintenance, for the sake only of one person, who often becomes a sufferer by his own folly or negligence, and is sure to overvalue his losses double or treble . . . and thus, for the advantage of . . . persons, whereof not one in ten is deserving, and for the interest of a dozen dexterous clerks and secretaries, the whole poor in the kingdom will be likely to starve. 115 Swift had earlier satirized meanness in "Memoirs of P. P., Clerk to this Parish" (ca. 1705), where he suggested that nine collections for as many churches raised just 2s. 7¾d. and one for 50 families ruined by fire a paltry 1s. ½d. 116 Certain appeals did attract large sums of money, notably for beleaguered Protestants abroad, but these made up only a small proportion of all causes, and it is hard to escape the conclusion that the sanction of the Crown was necessary to galvanize reluctant givers into taking account of worthy causes beyond those with which they were intimately associated. Ben-Amos suggests that briefs transcended locality, but the sense is that monarchs (and anyone involved in promoting such collections, including bishops and their clergy) had increasingly to goad parishioners into giving. 117 Briefs might be relatively infrequent, but they were still regular, and "compassion fatigue" must have been considerable. The short length of time between issuing and registration of return among the Crawford collection suggests either that pleas were made only once or, at most, that the "half-life" of briefs was measured in days, another important contrast with the Elizabethan licenses, which lasted a full year (they were so because proctors went in person around all the parishes in the authorized counties). More similarities and differences over time are discussed in the concluding section.
Continuity and Change
On the surface, the briefs of the early nineteenth century were the same as those of the late sixteenth: letters patent that still used the same sort of language. A rare request of May 1593 for funds to rebuild a parish church at Dodington (Northamptonshire) rehearsed how it had been derelict for half a century, the inhabitants unable to "reedifie" it without outside help, hard as they had tried; the narrative would have been recognizable two centuries later. 118 Criticisms of abuses found in Tudor times never went away, in spite of attempts at reform under the later Stuarts. Briefs still required patronage and connections, even within increasingly bureaucratized governmental forms. Hanoverian briefs continued to pursue the ends of public welfare, and merely notes & d o cuments | church briefs 517 indigent individuals were few. People who applied tended to be the owners of large enterprises such as mills or warehouses, which not only had a substantial value in buildings and stock but also were significant to local economies. 119 More broadly, it is surprising how long an Aristotelian vision of commonwealth lasted, focusing on the promotion of informed transaction and on the virtues of voluntarism, while accepting the need on occasion for an externally imposed stimulus like a brief. 120 The role in this of institutional inertia or vested interest may repay further study. The purposes of briefs nevertheless changed over time, and so did the context of their collection. After Elizabeth's reign, petitioners seldom used briefs for routine funding of poorhouses, even after enabling legislation of 1696. 121 The crucial change came after the late-Elizabethan poor laws since, when runs of briefs become available in individual parish records after the mid-seventeenth century, they show that churches had taken the place of poorhouses as the objects of building requests; in this regard, Hanoverian briefs were less secular than Elizabethan ones. Losses from nonnatural causes almost disappeared after the mid-seventeenth century. 122 For example, sureties and bad debtors were absent because there were newer, simpler, and more effective legal means of dealing with debt, most notably by writ of assumpsit. 123 Nor were there any longer collections made on behalf of those who had become aged and infirm in the service of the Crown, despite the massive increase in military participation rates during the "second Hundred Years War. " 124 The place of begging in the hierarchy of resort became more clearly defined-and less important-as a result of late sixteenth-and seventeenth-century developments in the law and practice of poor relief. Thus Hanoverian briefs on behalf of groups or communities looked for help mainly to build or repair churches. The eighteenth century saw the emergence of a more obvious connection between charity and the institutions of religion, rather than the universal spirit of Christian charity, commonwealth, and the all-encompassing conception of welfare that had informed pre-Civil War royal letters.
Indeed, Hanoverian briefs were not simply a survival of older charitable traditions. In some senses they carried on the function of church ales, which in their pre-518 r. a. houston Edwardian heyday were for church projects rather than poor relief. 125 It is, however, clear that until the mid-seventeenth century briefs were little used for church building or repair; they more closely resembled help-ales. 126 Four crucial differences remained. First, help-ales raised small sums (a few pounds each at most), where briefs covered substantial losses; it would have taken dozens of drinkings to raise the sums envisaged in the protections of the 1590s, let alone the sometimes enormous targets of the Hanoverian briefs. 127 Second, briefs promised a lump sum within weeks or months whereas, for example, it took Ashburton in Devon from 1485 to 1530 to raise £315 by ales. 128 In 1600 Tewkesbury in Gloucestershire netted £45, two-thirds of the cost of rebuilding part of the church, but this marks the limit of what could be achieved by ales. 129 Third, briefs authorized appeals for distant causes, even when a beneficiary or proctor personalized the request, whereas church-and bid-ales raised funds for people or objects close to contributors. Fourth, ales had a social side, whereas briefs were clinically financial. We might note in passing that it is impracticable to calculate the relative significance of briefs to overall expenditure on the poor, except at the parish level. In Elizabethan St. Botolph Aldgate, London, for example, authorized collections realized £8 per year, compared with £40 from poor rates. 130 Casual giving and other help cannot be documented systematically, and the best that can be said is that briefs had a supplementary, if opaque, relationship with other parts of "the mixed economy of welfare. " As well as making different types of requests, Hanoverian briefs were contextually different from their Elizabethan forerunners. Later church or parish officials organized collections in church or at people's doors in a very short period of time, whereas Tudor beneficiaries or their proctors solicited in person whenever and wherever they could. At the same time, early proctors were responsible for transmitting net proceeds to the poorhouse or other good cause themselves, whereas later briefs had set bureaucratic channels. 131 Hanoverian benevolence took on and projected a new set of meanings, including sentiment and sensibility, that linked charity, religion, fashion,
